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TEASER ACT

FADE IN

INT. CRIME FIGHTING KARATE KOALA BEARS’ TREEHOUSE JAKE’S

ROOM NIGHT TIME

In Jake’s room Jake is fast asleep on his bed with the

covers over him and hugging his stuff cat. Suddenly a taco

comes up to Jake’s nose. Jake then SNIFFS the taco and wakes

up from his sleep

JAKE

(smiles)

Sweet a taco.

Jake rolls out of his bed and falls onto the floor.

JAKE

Ahh dude I have the most wonderful

dream that I was in a world where

everything is made out of tacos it

was awesome.

PAUL

Come Jakey we got training to do.

JAKE

Training at night?

PAUL

No I meant space training we’re

going into space today.

JAKE

Sweet.

CUT TO

EXT. CRIME FIGHTING KARATE KOALA BEARS’ COURTYARD DAWN

In the courtyard the Koalas are on the treadmills. Suddenly

the Professors, Platian, The Kick Boxing Kangaroos, Lila X

and Rose McScott walk down from the stairs.

ROSE MCSCOTT

Alright everyone are you ready.

FLUFFY

Ready to go back to bed that is for

shore.

(CONTINUED)
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MARTIN

No to get ready to go to space.

PLATIAN

With all of our heard work now it’s

the time to go to my home world.

PAUL

It’s going to be a long trip but we

shall make it, but now it’s time to

train.

MONTAGE:

-The Koalas are all running on the treadmills. Jake was

starting to sweat a lot and he began to suck the sweat from

his arm.

-The Koalas all doing their bench presses. Jake struggled to

lift his weight, suddenly Lia X put a taco in front of his

face and lifted his weight up in the air.

-The Koalas are all strapped in a spinning machine.

Professor Ryan Rexes flip the switch causing the machine to

SPIN really fast with the Koalas inside of it.

JAKE

(spinned)

I think I’m going to lose my tacos.

FLUFFY

Don’t you dare do that Jakey!!!

-The Koalas then all blow in some hoes witch are attached to

some backers causing the ball in the tube to float up in the

air. Jake starts to suck the liquid in the tube.

JAKE

(smiles)

Wow it taste like soda.

LILA X

Because it is soda.

-The Koalas all throw punches on the punching bags. The

Koalas then throw powerful kicks at the punching bags

causing them to be sent flying in the air and crash lands to

the ground.

PAUL

(smiles)

Right now we are ready it’s time to

go to space.

(CONTINUED)
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FADE TO BLACK

END OF TEASER ACT

ACT ONE

FADE IN

EXT. SCRAPYARD MORNING MOMENTS LATER

HEROIC ADVENTURE CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND.In the

Scrapyard the Professors are all at the control panel for

the spaceship. The Koalas are all in their space suits white

with warm Grey elbow, knee pads and shoulder guards on with

their helmets in their hands.

FLUFFY

(disgusted)

Do these spacesuits we are wearing

are so not my color.

PROFESSOR SUSAN SMITH

That’s why you can change the color

with a flick of a switch just flick

the switch on your utility belt.

Fluffy FLICKS the switch on her utility belt causing her

suit to turn PINK.

FLUFFY

(smiles)

Hey, Sweet.

Paul, Bruce, Martin and Jake all FLICKS the switches on

their utility belts causing their suits to change color.

Paul’s spacesuit changed to Grey, Bruce’s spacesuit changed

to light brown, Martin’s spacesuit changes to sky blue and

Jake’s spacesuit changed to dark green.

MARTIN

(smiles)

The Spacesuits we designed also

increases our durability, and our

endurance.

PROFESSOR RYAN REXES

And it has the same abilities as

your utility belts and it can also

fly while in space.

Then the Kick Boxing Kangaroos come in the scrapyard.

(CONTINUED)
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KICKERELLA

So where is the spaceship we’re

going into?

JAKE

I hope it have entertainment.

PROFESSOR MARVIN POPPER

Oh yes and much more.

Professor Lucy Popper press a button on the control panel.

SUDDENLY the door on the ground opens causing the Space

Koala spaceship 45 feet long, 30 feet wide, and 30 feet tall

appear from the ground.

PROFESSOR VIOLET REXES

(smiles)

Behold the Space Koala, it’s made

out of 25 lairs of Titanium, has

missile launchers, can fire lasers

can reach up to 10 Trillion miles

per hour and has a music with new

song sung by our sons and has a DVD

player.

JAKE

Oh yeah Awesomongo good thing I got

these Nick Orris DVDs, Universe War

and Galactic Journey DVDs too so we

can learn to survive in space.

FLUFFY

(disgusted)

Great some nerdy shows for a nerdy

adventure.

PROFESSOR LUCY POPPER

Speaking of surviving in space the

Space Koala also has food for the

trip and a refrigerator.

Professor Marin Popper give Martin, a box of space weapons.

PROFESSOR MARVIN POPPER

Oh and here are your space weapons,

laser blasters, plasma shields,

plasma swords and a couple of your

own weapons with a few upgrades.

MARTIN

(smiles)

Oh and I almost for got Koalabot

X.O.

(CONTINUED)
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Martin pressed his Koala Cell. SUDDENLY KOALABOT X.O black

and white, have silver eyes and has a red circle in the

middle of his chest.

MARTIN

This is Koalabot X.O it’s made out

of liquid metal, it can be molded

into any weapon, can repair itself

can be used as armor and it can

also trap enemies.

Koalabot X.O then go into the Space Koala.SAD CLASSICAL

MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND.Then Rose McScott walked up to the

Koalas with a worried face.

ROSE MCSCOTT

You Koalas be safe during the

journey don’t for get to come back

home.

PAUL

Mom we will get back home safe and

sound.

BRUCE

Just going to kick some alien butt

and prevent an alien invasion.

ROSE MCSCOTT

But please return home won’t get

lost in space.

FLUFFY

Mom are you worried that you won’t

see us again.

ROSE MCSCOTT

Yes I am OK of you doing your crime

fighting adventures that lasted for

about 45 minutes or an hour, 2 or

more, but this is big, going into

space light years away from Earth,

I won’t see you again until I’m 80.

JAKE

Mom we will get back home for old

times.

MARTIN

And if you need to talk to use we

can call you on the monitor.

(CONTINUED)
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ROSE MCSCOTT

Just remember I love you forever

and always.

The Koalas all hugs Rose and Rose kisses each of them on the

heads.

CUT TO

INT. SPACE KOALA COCKPIT MORNING

SCI-FI ADVENTURE CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. In the

cockpit Paul and Martin are at the controls. Paul FLICKS a

dozen switches and Martin activates the GPS on the controls.

MARTIN

Fuel tank all full, weapons are

ready.

PAUL

(into the microphone)

Are you guys ready?

CUT TO

INT. SPACE KOALA LOUNGE MORNING

Bruce, Jake, Fluffy, Platian, Wipeout Knockout and

Kickerella all strap in their seats.

BRUCE

Ready

JAKE

Ready

FLUFFY

Ready

WIPEOUT

Ready

KNOCKOUT

Ready

KICKERELLA

Ready

PLATIAN

Ready.

CUT TO
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EXT. SCRAPYARD MORNING MOMENTS LATER

The Professors, Lila X and Rose McScott are all behind the

protection glass.

PAUL (V.O)

Remember Mom if anything goes wrong

please get Katelyn Read to help or

activate all of the Koalabots.

ROSE MCSCOTT

I know Paul. Enjoy your time in

space.

PROFESSOR RYAN REXES

Preparing for lift off.

Professor Violet Rexes TURNS the computer. A big 10 come on

the computer.

PROFESSOR MARVIN POPPER

Lift off in 10.

LILA X

9.

CUT

INT. SPACE KOALA LOUNGE MORNING

WIPEOUT

8

KNOCKOUT

7

KICKERELLA

6

PLATIAN

5

FLUFFY

4

BRUCE

3

JAKE

2

CUT TO
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INT. SPACE KOALA COCKPIT MORNING

MARTIN

1

PAUL

Lift off!!!

Paul SLAMS his head on the big red button causing it to

BEEP.

CUT TO

EXT. SCRAPYARD MORNING MOMENTS LATER

The Space Koala BLAST off into the sky releasing the SMOKE

from it spreading it all over the ground.

As the smoke clears the Space Koala is all the way in the

sky. Everyone looks upward at the sky.

ROSE MCSCOTT

(worried)

Good luck my Cuddly Koalas.

CUT TO

EXT. OUTER SPACE MOMENTS LATER

SCI-FI ADVENTURE CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND.The Space

Koala BLAST off out from the Earth.

MARTIN (V.O)

Alright we are now exiting the

thermosphere.

PAUL (V.O)

Good now let’s going into hyper

speed.

The Space Koala then go into HYPER SPEED causing it to turn

into LIGHT and goes HYPER FAST and ZOOMS into the depths of

space.

FADE IN
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INT. SPACE KOALA SPACE MOVING

COCKPIT

RETRO SCI-FI MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND.In the cockpit Paul and

Martin are amazed by the view of the space.

PAUL

Wow this is amazing.

MARTIN

I know space the finial

frontier(pause) it’s so great that

we can see this in front of our

eyes.

PAUL

Yes, so do you want a drink?

MARTIN

Yes please.

Paul gets off of his seat and opens the sliding door and

walks into the lounge.

LOUNGE

Paul goes through the sliding door into the lounge. In the

lounge the TV is on playing a cowboy movie, Fluffy was

filing her nails, Kickerella is reading a book, Wipeout and

Knockout are watching the cowboy movie and Platian is

meditating while FLOATING in the air.

PAUL

So how are things in here?

FLUFFY

(rolls her eyes)

Ahh, boring. I can’t believe Jakey

brought those boring DVDs he told

us about.

KICKERELLA

Well it’s going to take about days

to reach our destination. We got to

make the best of it.

MARTIN(V.O)

(intercom)

Well it’ll take about 2 days to

reach Platian’s home world.

(CONTINUED)
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JAKE(O.S)

And the worst part is there is only

1 bathroom.

Jake is holding it in. The toilet FLUSHES and Bruce comes

out from the bathroom.

BRUCE

All yours bro.

Jake runs into the bathroom and shut the door behind him.

WIPEOUT

With us going to your home planet

ours is right next door to it.

KNOCKOUT

Yeah now it’s turned into a

deserted planet.

PLATIAN

I promise my friends I shall make

things right once we are on

Platstonia we shall take down my

father and brother.

KICKERELLA

Hey after we take it down how about

you become leader of the planet.

PLATIAN

That is a good idea.

MARTIN (V.O)

(intercom)

Um Guys I don’t want to be the

barer of bad news but I see a

platypuse shape spaceship up a

head.

CUT TO

INT. SPACE KOALA COCKPIT SPACE MOVING

Paul and Platian come into the cockpit. Platian looks

frighten.

PLATIAN

(shocked)

Oh No that’s a Platypusser Partial

Ship. This isn’t good.

(CONTINUED)
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The Playtpusser Partial Ship then came towards the Space

Koala. DANGER CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND.

PAUL

A vase of action, Marty activate

the force field.

MARTIN

You got it.

Martin activated the FORCE FIELD to the Space Koala. Paul

and Platian exited the cockpit.

LOUNGE

Paul and Platian come into the lounge. The toilet FLUSHES

and Jake came out from the bathroom.

JAKE

Oh yeah that’s better don’t go in

there for about 10 minutes.

PAUL

(to the others)

Guys we’re being under attack.

FLUFFY

By Who Professor Steel Skull?

BRUCE

(smiles)

No he won’t follow us out here.

JAKE

Unless he builds his own spaceship.

PLATIAN

No by my people.

KICKERELLA

Well can you ask them to stop.

KNOCKOUT

Yeah you’re part of the royal

family.

PLATIAN

I’m sorry but my father bands me

from the family completely.

SUDDENLY the Space Koala starts to SHAKE. The Koalas and the

kangaroos look out through the windows and see Platypuser

alien spaceships firing LASERS at the Space Koala. The

Space Koala gets hit by the lasers causing it to SHAKE.

(CONTINUED)
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END OF ACT 1

FADE TO BLACK

ACT 2

FADE IN

ACTION SCI-FI CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. The Koalas,

the Kangaroos and Platian look worried, but Bruce has a mad

serious look on his face.

MARTIN (V.O)

(intercom)

Um Guys the Platypussers are

shooting lasers at us.

PAUL

Fire Lasers.

CUT TO

EXT. OUTER SPACE OUTSIDE OF THE SPACE KOALA.

The Space Koala FIRES LASERS right at the Platypuser

Scouting Ship hitting it, but a FORCE FIELD APPEARS around

the spaceship causing the LASERS to reflect off of the force

field hitting the comets around it causing them to EXPLODE

on impact.

CUT TO

INT. SPACE KOALA COCKPIT SPACE MOVING

Paul and Platian come into the cockpit.

MARTIN

Great they have a laser censer

activated force field.

PAUL

(to Platian)

Platian you know this technology,

is there a way around it.

Then Bruce comes into the cockpit with a mad look on his

face.

BRUCE

I say let’s fire the missiles.

(CONTINUED)
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Bruce presses the button that saids missiles causing the

MISSILES to SHOOT out from the front of the Space Koala to

the Platypuser Spaceship hitting it causing it to EXPLODE.

As the SMOKE clears the Platypuser Spaceship is still

standing.

BRUCE

Great that didn’t help.

PLATIAN

Yes, there is an engine shut off

switch on the inside of the

spaceship.

PAUL

So we got to get into the spaceship

undecided both on the outside and

the inside.

The Space Koala gets hit by the lasers again causing it to

SHAKE. Martin is now TYPING on the keyboard. An image of the

Platypuser Scouting Ships APPEARS on the hologram.

MARTIN

There is a garbage hatch at the end

of the ship.

PAUL

OK here is the plan, Marty you take

control of the ship while me,

Platian, Wipeout, Knockout,

Kickerella, Big Bruce, Jakey and

Furious Fluffy all go onto the ship

to look for the shut down switch.

PLATIAN

I hope your plan works.

PAUL

(smiles)

My plans always work.

CUT TO

EXT. OUTER SPACE OUTSIDE OF THE SPACE KOALA.

Paul, Bruce, Jake, Fluffy, Platian and the Kangaroos all

come out from the air lock wearing their helmets and rocket

boots on and BLAST with their rocket boots towards the

Playtpusser.

(CONTINUED)
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SUDDENLY 10 PLATYPUSSER SOLDIERS come out from the spaceship

and fly towards the Koalas, Platian and the Kangaroos with

their hover cycles. The Soldiers FIRE their LASERS right at

the Koalas, Platian and the Kangaroos.

PAUL

In coming.

The Koalas, Platian and the Kangaroos all dodge the laser

blast. Bruce takes out his Kuma and swings it right at the

Platypuser Soldier hitting him causing him to be knocked off

from his hover cycle. Bruce then does a triple kick at the

Platypusser Soldier and throws a hammer fist punch at him

hitting him sending him falling down into space.

BRUCE

Koalas Rule, even in space

Jake TWIRLS his Grey Tonfas and swings them right at 2

Platypusser Soldiers hitting both of them .

JAKE

(hitting the soldiers)

Awesomongo!!! In Space.

Jake then FIRES the LASERS out of his tonfas hitting the 2

Playtpusser Soldiers in the face knocking off of their hover

cycle.

JAKE

Wait these Tonfas can fire lasers,

cool.

MARTIN (V.O)

(helmet)

Yeap I think of everything.

JAKE

(into ear piece)

You got that right Marty you egg

head brother.

Fluffy and Kickerella both punches the Platypuser Soldier in

the chest knocking him off his hover cycle. Fluffy grabs the

Platypuser Soldier by the arm and does a Sumi otoshi judo

throw on him throwing him causing him to spin and Kickerella

does a powerful kick right at him sending him floating

upward into space.

KICKERELLA

Now that is girl power for you.

(CONTINUED)
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FLUFFY

You got that right.

PLATIAN

And now it is time for a Platypuser

to take down some other

Platypusers.

Platian creates a PSYCHIC BALL in her hands and FIRES it

right at one of the Platypusser Soldier on his hover cycle

hitting him causing him to fall off from his hover cycle.

The Platypusser Soldier FIRES his laser blaster right at

Platian, Platian dodges the laser fire and uses her PSYCHIC

POWER to push the Platypusser Soldier backwards sending him

hitting the comet. Platian FIRES more PSYCHIC BALLS out of

her hands at the other Platypuser soldiers hitting them and

causing them to fall off of their hover cycles.

PLATIAN

(smiles)

Never underestimate the powers that

I hold.

Paul, Knockout and Wipeout all fly right at 3 remaining

Platypuser Soldiers, The 3 remaining Platypusser Soldiers

FIRES their LASERS right at them, but they all dodge the

laser fire and all doflying kicks right at the 3 remaining

Platypusser Soldiers hitting them sending them flying

backwards.

PAUL

Get inside of the ship now.

The Koalas, Platian and the Kangaroos all fly towards the

Platypusser Soldier Spaceship.

CUT TO

INT. PLATYPUSSER SPACESHIP MOMENTS LATER.

THRILLING ACTION SCI-FI CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE

BACKGROUND.Inside of the Platypuser Spaceship 3 Platypuser

Soldiers walk down the hall. The Koalas, Platian and the

Kangaroos all come out of the closet.

BRUCE

Man this was one tight squeeze.

JAKE

I know those closets are like the

closets on Earth and in our ship.

(CONTINUED)
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FLUFFY

I hope they don’t have tighter

closets on your home planet.

PLATIAN

No, my planet’s closets are very

the same.

PAUL

Could we focus on the mission. Now

we have to split up to look for the

ship’s controls. Wipeout Platian

you’re with me, Big Bruce, Jakey

you go to the front, Furious

Fluffy, Knockout, Kickerella you go

to the left side, we’ll take the

back.

PLATIAN

And if you see any Platypuser

Soldiers please knock them out.

KICKERELLA

(smiles)

You can count on us mate.

KNOCKOUT

Are you sure that the switch is on

the ship?

PLATIAN

Yes, when the designer of

spaceships for my people made the

ships he made a switch that can

shut down the ship it can be

literally anywhere in the ship.

PAUL

Well we have no time to lose lets

find it.

Paul, Wipeout and Platian run down the middle hallway, Bruce

and Jake run down the left hallway and Fluffy, Knockout and

Kickerella go down the right hallway.

CUT TO
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INT. PLATYPUSSER SPACESHIP ENGINE ROOM

In the engine room a Platypuser Soldier is a sleep guarding

the engine. Paul grabs his head and SLAMS it against the

wall, causing the wall to DING and knocks the soldier out.

WIPEOUT

(smiles)

Good, now he is fast asleep.

PLATIAN

He was already asleep, but now he

is knocked out.

WIPEOUT

I know but this is better.

PAUL

Now we have to find the switch,

Platian can you describe the

switch.

PLATIAN

Unfortunately if an enemy comes on

board the ship the designer also

made the switch in hiding so it can

be either 1 of the switches or

buttons or under the floor tiles or

inside of the wall.

WIPEOUT

Well let’s start flicking switches

like this one.

Wipeout FLICKS the switch next to him causing a FIRE to burn

Paul’s butt and makes him jump into the air.

PAUL

(freaked out)

AHHHH MY BUTT.

Paul then falls to the floor and drops to the floor and

rolls on the floor putting the fire out on his butt.

PAUL

(mad)

Really Wipeout.

WIPEOUT

Sorry about that mate.

(CONTINUED)
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PLATIAN

Alright let’s find that switch.

Platian uses her MIND POWERS to pull off the pipes out from

the wall. Paul RIPS the floor tiles off from the floor, Paul

then places his hand on the open floor trying to feel his

way to find the switch.

Wipeout picks up the knocked out Platypuser Soldier and

throws him off from his seat. Wipeout puts his hand under

the stairs trying to feel the switch.

Paul then RIPS off more of the floor tiles and throws them

behind him.

PAUL

I hope everyone else has luck

finding the switch.

CUT TO

INT. PLATYPUSSER SPACESHIP COCKPIT.

ACTION SCI-FI CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND.Bruce and

Jake come into the cockpit and karate chops the 2 Platypuser

Soldiers piloting the ship causing them to be knocked out.

BRUCE

Alright Jakey let’s start pressing

buttons and flick switches.

JAKE

Or how about using our arms to

press all of the buttons at the

same time.

Jake rubs his arms all over the control panels flicking and

pressing all of the buttons and switches causing them to

BEEP and SHOOT out LASERS causing 1 of them to hit the Space

Koala.

MARTIN (V.O)

(Jake’s helmet)

Hey watch it Jakey.

JAKE

(into ear piece)

Oh sorry Marty.

MARTIN (V.O)

(Jake’s helmet)

It’s cool on the bright side you

deactivated the censer of the force

(MORE) (CONTINUED)
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MARTIN (V.O) (cont’d)

field and have the ship’s right

turn signal on.

BRUCE

Yeah right hand turn signal.

CUT TO

INT. PLATYPUSSER SPACESHIP HALLWAY

Fluffy, Knockout, and Kickerella come to a door. Kickerella

presses the button on the door causing it to BEEP and the

door SLIDES OPEN to see 10 Platypuser Soldiers are in the

room.

The Platypusers Soldiers sees them and runs right at them.

Fluffy quickly closes the door, causing the Platypuser

soldiers to SLAM into the closed door.

SUDDENLY the ALARM on the ship comes off and RINGS.

FLUFFY

(freaks out)

Oh no not good.

ACTION SPACE CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND.BANGING NOISE

comes out from the other side of the door. Then Paul,

Wipeout, Platian, Bruce and Jake come to them from the other

hallway.

JAKE

Wasn’t me man.

All of a sudden dozens of Platypuser soldiers surrounds

them.

PAUL

Koalas, Kangaroos, and Platian

attack.

Platian creates PSYCHIC BALLS in her hand and throws it

right at 3 Platypusser Soldiers hitting them causing the

Psychic Balls to EXPLODE on them. Paul and Fluffy both throw

kicks at 2 Platypuser Soldiers down to the floor. Fluffy

takes out her kamas, twirls them and swings 1 of them right

at a Platypuser Soldier, but the Soldier blocks the attack

and does a counter punch right at Fluffy hitting her head.

Kickerella throws a flying jump kick right at the Platypuser

Soldier sending him FLYING down the hallway.

(CONTINUED)
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Jake FIRES LASERS from his firing tonfas right at 3

Platypuser Soldiers hitting them causing them to fall to the

floor. Suddenly a Platypuser Soldier come behind Jake throws

a punch at Jake, but Bruce throws a sidekick right at the

soldier hitting him causing him to be knocked to the wall.

Wipeout swings his tail to knock out a laser blaster out

from a Platypusser Soldier’s hands and then throws a

powerful punch at the soldier knocking him to the floor.

Wipeout and Paul both do quintuple flying kicks right at 5

Platypuser Soldiers knocking them to the floor.

MARTIN (V.O)

(Paul’s earpiece.)

Powerful Paul how is the search.

Suddenly the Platypuser Soldiers BURST out of the lounge and

aims their weapons at the Koalas, Platian and the Kangaroos.

PAUL

(into earpiece)

It’s hard but we have a problem the

Platypuser Soldiers are fighting us

right now.

Platian used her TELEKINESIS to lift all of the Platypusser

Soldiers in the air and SLAMS them to the floor.

PAUL

(into his earpiece)

But we need help.

MARTIN(V.O)

(Paul’s earpiece)

Don’t worry Koalabot X.O is coming

to help you.

All of the Platypuser Soldiers all aims their laser blasters

at the Koalas, Platian and the Kangaroos.

JAKE

(worried)

Well looks like our space adventure

is over.

PAUL

Not yet.

SUDDENLY Koalabot X.O BREAKS through the floors and SUCKS up

all of the Platypuser Soldiers around the Koalas, Platian

and the Kangaroos trapping them inside of Koalabot X.O.

(CONTINUED)
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PLATYPUSSER SOLDIER 1

What’s going on?

PLATYPUSSER SOLDIER 2

We are stuck inside some gooey

robot koala, that’s what’s going

on.

PLATYPUSSER SOLDIER 1

I know that, but how can we get out

of here.

BRUCE

(into his earpiece)

Well Marty thanks for that.

FLUFFY

(into her earpiece )

Now can you help us to find them

switch.

MARTIN(V.O)

(Fluffy’s earpiece)

Yes after scanning the ship I saw

that the switch is literally up

above you.

Everyone then looks up to the ceiling. Bruce pulls off the

ceiling tile and FLICKS the switch causing the LIGHTS in the

spaceship to turn off.

PLATIAN

Well that is a relief.

PAUL

(to the others)

Come on guys let’s go back to the

ship we have a lot of traveling a

head.

FADE TO

INT. SPACE KOALA LOUNGE SPACE MOVING MOMENTS LATER

HIP HOP MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND.In the Space Koala the

Koalas, Platian and the Kangaroos are playing Castles and

Creatures board game while eating tacos.

FLUFFY

(to Martin)

I can’t believe you brought this

silly board game along with us.

(CONTINUED)
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MARTIN

(smiles)

Hey what I say Castles and

Creatures is a fun game.

Jake then rolls the 20 sided die on the floor causing it to

land on a 12.

JAKE

(with food in his mouth)

Sweet more life points for me.

Suddenly Rose McScott APPEARS on the screen.

ROSE MCSCOTT

(on the screen)

Hello Everyone.

PAUL

(smiles)

Oh hello Mom.

ROSE MCSCOTT

(on the screen)

So tell me how is your space

adventure so fare?

BRUCE

Well we got into trouble on the way

to Platian’s home world.

WIPEOUT

But we kicked some Platypuser tail,

no a fence.

PLATIAN

None taken.

ROSE MCSCOTT

(on the screen)

Well please be safe with your

journey.

BRUCE

Mom it’s space what is the worse

that can happen.

Platian looks worried.

CUT TO



23.

INT.PLATSTONIA ROYAL CASTLE THROWN ROOM EVENING.

EVIL THRILLING CLASSICAL music in the background. In the

Platstonia Royal Castle Thrown Room King Platymir Puse is

sitting on his thrown with an angry face.

SUDDENLY a communication screams APPEARS out of the floor

and in front of him. A Platypuser Soldier appears on the

screen.

PLATYPUSSER SOLDIER

(on the screen)

Your highness we have been attacked

by your daughter and her friends.

They are coming this way as we

speak.

KING PLATYMIR PUSE

(to the screen)

Well, well... my "darling" daughter

is returning home to her dear

father.

PLATYPUSSER SOLDIER

(on the screen asked)

What would we do for now your

highness.

KING PLATYMIR PUSE

(to the screen )

I’ll just send more Soldiers out

there to search for my daughter and

friends and capture them, but til

then fallow them if they are coming

here.

The Screen then turns off.

KING PLATYMIR PUSE

(calls for Krix)

Krix.

General Krix then comes into the thrown room.

GENERAL KRIX

(to King Platymir Puse)

Yes father.

KING PLATYMIR PUSE

(to General Krix)

Send the troops your sister is

returning.

(CONTINUED)
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GENERAL KRIX

Oh I will father.

General Krix walks out of the throne room.

FADE TO BLACK


